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Background

• Approximately 2.5 year project

• Initiated and guided by real graduate student experience

• Student Affairs Committee, Graduate School admin and Grad Council, Office of the Provost, Office of the Dean of Students, and other ancillary offices
“How can we facilitate mutual success?”

- GSBoRR is **NOT**
  - A list of demands
  - Enforceable policy
  - In contradiction with any established university policy

- GSBoRR **IS**
  - A way to inform and empower graduate students
  - Acknowledgement of shared interests of students and faculty
  - A meaningful step to influence the culture of graduate education at Purdue
Structure and Rationale

• **Section I: Graduate Student Rights**
  Students | Staff | Mentorship | Publication | Engagement

• **Section II: Graduate Student Responsibilities**
  Students | Staff

• **Section III: Explicit support for mutual agreeability**
  PGSG | University Senate | Graduate Council
Thank you!